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A I O N

Enhancing cyberspace immersion with a 
visionary prosthetic

Aion, a 2062 vision of a prosthetic, bridges physical and digital worlds using 
VR and AI, granting users access to an immersive cyberspace. Giving its users 
additional abilities inspires admiration for prosthetics and future tech. The vi-
sion aims to encourage others to explore these possibilities and strive towards 

a future we want to live in.
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Summary of goals
My goal as a designer is to design for the future to adapt 
to developing technology that can change every aspect 
of our lives.

In designing a future environment, my objective is to 
envision a futuristic scenario that is not only desirable 
but also inspires us to strive towards a positive future: to 
create the future we want to live in.

In this environment, I want to show technology in a 
positive setting by creating a technologically advanced 
prosthetic.

Lastly, all of these steps aid in the concept of the pros-
thetic to better the lives of the users and change people’s 
perspective on prosthetics, thus allowing the user to be 
proud of their prosthetic rather than ashamed of it.

GOALS
The following chapter aims to delve 
into the goals driving the creation of 
the project. Exploring its purpose and 
objectives provides a deeper under-
standing of its significance and poten-
tial impact.
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For example, integrating microchips into machines has a 
profound transformative effect on products. Once inte-
grated, the machine can perform previously impossible 
tasks.
The integration of microchips allows machines to become 
more intelligent and more efficient. For instance, when 
they were integrated into cameras, it completely changed 
the way pictures are taken. People had to rely on film 
to take pictures, but with the development of digital 
cameras, microchips could process and store the digital 
data of the images. With this progress, the product and 
interaction design vastly changed.

Industrial designers need to be willing to take risks and 
embrace new technologies and concepts. Taking risks 
can help them develop innovative problem-solving 
products that could significantly impact the world today 
and in the future. More significant progress in product 
development can be supported by encouraging design-
ers to think about futuristic concepts and the potential 
impact of technology. They can adapt to future needs 
and create products by focusing on trends and technol-
ogy development.

Goal | Create an innovative product

Technology is rapidly advancing, 
and the world must adapt whether 
it wants to. This is especially true for 
product designers who shape future 
products. The innovation it brings 
with it has a significant impact on 
product design, and designers must 
embrace new technologies and con-
cepts to create innovative designs.
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“The future is made everyday by the action of 
people. We control our own future. It is 
precisely because of this that we must talk 
about the future we want to live in and explore 
the various futures we must avoid”
 
Johnson, Brian David

GOALS
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Goal | Desirable futuristic 
scenario

Inspired by this quote, my objective is to 
envision a science fiction prototype of a futur-
istic scenario that is not only desirable but also 
inspires us to strive towards a positive future: 
to create the future we want to live in

Prosthetic or cybernetic enhancements are often asso-
ciated with a dystopian view in the cyberpunk genre, 
leading to feelings of fear and unease. However, tech-
nology itself is neutral and should be used to improve 
our lives and the environment. It is our choices and 
imagination that determine whether it is utilized pos-
itively or negatively.

In my concept, I aim to integrate the concept of a 
prosthetic within a positive setting, inspiring a vision 
for a better future. 

Continuing on the path of urbanization and neglect-
ing nature would only lead us closer to the dystopian 
megacity scenarios depicted in cyberpunk films. The 
genre serves as a cautionary exploration of the con-
sequences of unchecked technological advancement 
in a dystopian context.

Cyberpunk narratives often portray a future society 
where technology is highly advanced, while individ-
uals suffer. These stories serve as a reminder of the 
importance of maintaining a balance between tech-
nological progress and the preservation of our core 
values.

While we enjoy the cyberpunk genre as a work of 
fiction, we must remember that its scenarios are not 
far-fetched and could potentially become our reality 
if we are not mindful. The dystopic lifestyle depicted 
in cyberpunk is one we should strive to avoid, aiming 
instead for a future where technology serves to 
enhance our lives while preserving our humanity.
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GOALS
Goal | Prosthetic in a new light

Create a digital vision of a prosthetic to 
improve the lives of people in need of 
them

The objective is to improve the perception of prosthet-
ics, turning them from objects associated with shame 
to sources of admiration. This transformation will be 
achieved by enhancing the usability and functionality of 
prosthetic devices.

One key focus is to enable users to have complete and 
natural control over their artificial limbs, allowing them 
to seamlessly integrate the prosthetic as an extension of 
their own body. 

Furthermore, I explore the integration of additional 
advantages and capabilities into prosthetic devices, 
surpassing the capabilities of individuals without pros-
thetics. Offering these unique advantages encourages a 
sense of admiration for the technology itself.

The underlying thesis is that if a product provides its user 
with advantages or additional abilities, it will become a 
highly desired product and be perceived positively by 
society.
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Some questions that come to mind

Technological features: Which type of technology can I 
incorporate to ensure an innovative design which benefits 
the user? How can it improve the user’s experience?

Aesthetic features: What design features can create an 
aesthetically pleasing prosthetic arm?

Additional components: How can a prosthetic be per-
sonalized? Which additional component could benefit 
the user?

Ergonomic features: How to design the prosthetic to fit 
comfortably and seamlessly with the user’s body, which 
can improve both the look and feel of the prosthetic?

Symbolic features: Can a personal/general symbolic 
significance support the goal? If so, how could this be 
integrated and in what way?

Emotional features: What design elements can be incor-
porated to evoke a positive emotional response from 
users?
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AION’S CONCEPT

camera for AR experience

protection

mechanism

sensors
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camera for AR experience

soft material
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Using soft robotics and sensors, this pros-
thetic allows users to move, feel and interact 
as naturally as they would with a biological 
hand. 
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Soft robotics is a technology that uses flex-
ible materials to mimic the natural move-
ment of biological systems. It moves in re-
sponse to electrical signals and pneumatic 
or hydraulic systems. 
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Soft Robotics

+Provides a wider range of motion.

+Safer for both the user and those 
around them.

+Support meaningful interactions 
with others.
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The prosthetic allows the user to quickly 
dive into virtual and augmented reality 
environments. 

VR screen
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In 2062, virtual and augmented 
reality (AR/ VR) replaced screens, 
offering immersive experiences. 

The seamless ability to swiftly dive 
into AR/VR has become essential for 
the future user. 
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By simply placing the palm of their 
prosthetic hand over their eye, 
users can enter immersive digital 
worlds through an embedded 
screen. 

Enabling an immersion into cyber-
space and access to communica-
tion, information, entertainment 
and more.  
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As the user enters the digital realm with their palm, the 
physical prosthetic remains still and the nerve control and 
sensory feedback transfer over to the digital arm in AR. 

The digital arm, which is solely visible in the virtual world, 
allows the user to feel and interact with virtual objects.

This innovative approach blurs the boundaries between 
the physical and digital realms, creating a unique and 
immersive experience for the user.
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To dive for longer periods of time in the virtual world, the 
user can use AR glasses. 
In this scenario, AI algorithms can halt the prosthetic’s 
movements when the user interacts with a digital object. 
This gives the user the illusion of touching and manipulat-
ing objects in the virtual world.
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This vision aims to inspire develop-
ing technologies today, scientists and 
others to dive into these possibilities 
and take a look at what the future may 
hold.
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SCENARIO
This chapter dives into the creation of a 
vision of a scenario for the goal  
“desirable futuristic scenario”

In the past, there have been various visions and predic-
tions from science fiction pioneers about how products 
and technology would evolve in the future. These predic-
tions often reflected the aspirations, imaginations, and 
expectations of that time. While some of those visions 
have become true in some form, others may appear 
funny or absurd in hindsight.

Predicting the future remains an ongoing practice 
pursued by scientists and people worldwide. Through 
analysis, research, and imaginative speculation, individ-
uals continue to envision how products, technology, and 
society may evolve. 

Today, Michio Kaku, a prominent figure in theoretical 
physics and futurism, actively engages in envisioning the 
future through his work. Drawing on scientific knowledge 
and technological advancements, he offers insights into 
potential developments, particularly in advanced tech-
nologies. Kaku’s contributions inspire dialogue and en-
courage us to shape a future that aligns with our goals 
and values.
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Kaku’s predictions often revolve around advanced tech-
nologies, such as nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, 
quantum computing, and space exploration. He explores 
how these technologies could transform various aspects 
of our lives, from healthcare and energy to transportation 
and communication. 

Michio Kaku’s visions, along with the work of science 
fiction pioneers, have been a great inspiration for me. 
They have motivated me to embark on a similar journey 
of envisioning the future. Drawing inspiration from today’s 
technology, I aim to create a scenario that combines 
elements of the present with a desirable and appealing 
vision of the future, according to my perspective.
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SCENARIO

The fourth wave of science and technology has hit, 
and it’s now in full swing. The advancements we’ve 
seen in recent years have transformed the world in 
ways that were once thought impossible, bringing us 
into a new era of innovation and progress.

But what are these waves of technology, and what 
makes the fourth wave so special? The first wave 
began with the Industrial Revolution when steam 
power and machinery transformed the way we 
lived and worked. The second wave followed in the 
mid-20th century, with the advent of mass produc-
tion and the rise of electronics.
The third wave was the digital revolution, which 
began in the 1970s and continued into the early 21st 
century. This wave was characterized by the rise of 
computers, the internet, and other digital technolo-

gies that have transformed the way we communicate 
and access information.
And now, we find ourselves in the midst of the fourth 
wave, which is characterized by the convergence of 
technologies such as artificial intelligence, nanotech-
nology, biotechnology, and robotics. This wave has 
brought about a level of innovation and progress that 
we could only have dreamed of in the past.

As we walk down the streets of the city in the year 
2062, we’re struck by the beauty and efficiency of 
our surroundings. Smart buildings tower above us, 
equipped with advanced energy-efficient systems 
that help reduce the carbon footprint of our city. 
Transportation is fully automated, with self-driving 
cars and high-speed trains.

Venture on a trip to the year 2062, a 
world that is experiencing a techno-
logical revolution fueled by the fourth 
wave of science and technology.
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The role that artificial intelligence plays in everyday 
life is truly remarkable. AI assistants are common-
place, helping us manage our schedules, answer 
questions, and provide companionship. Our AI assis-
tants can understand us like never before, respond-
ing to our natural language commands and even 
anticipating our needs before we ask.

The cyberspace of 2062 is a world of endless pos-
sibilities. It’s an immersive experience that goes far 
beyond screens. We enter virtual reality environments 
and interact with others in new and exciting ways. We 
can explore far-off lands, learn new skills, and attend 
concerts and events without ever leaving our homes. 
And the best part is that AR and VR technologies 
have replaced screens, allowing us to interact with 
the world in more natural and intuitive ways.

But perhaps the most significant change in the world 
of 2062 is the way we interact with each other. With 
more time on our hands, we’re able to focus on 
building relationships with others, whether in-person 
or online. The world is a more connected and empa-
thetic place, with people taking the time to under-
stand each other and to build communities around 
shared interests and values.

The challenges that we face in 2062 are met with a 
sense of optimism and hope. Thanks to the power of 
technology, we’re able to create a brighter and more 
equitable future for ourselves and for generations to 
come. The world of 2062 is full of exciting opportu-
nities.
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DEVELOPING 
TECHNOLOGY

To create a vision of a futuristic prosthet-
ic, it is important to assess the ongoing 
development of technology. I have ex-
plored how emerging technologies can 
impact the advancement of prosthetics 
and their potential integration for added 
benefits

During my exploration, I came across fascinating tech-
nologies, such as levitation and more. However, what 
captivated me the most in relation to prosthetics was the 
field of soft robotics. The concept of soft robotics offers 
immense potential for creating prosthetic devices that 
are flexible, adaptable, and capable of mimicking natural 
movements.
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SOFT ROBOTICS
Soft robots are made of flexible materials. 
Their compliance and adaptability enable 
them to navigate complex spaces and inter-
act safely with humans.
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SOFT ROBOTICS

Soft robots have unique abilities because they are 
made of flexible materials.
Soft robots can bend, stretch, twist, and deform 
their bodies, allowing them to adapt to different 
environments and navigate through complex and 
confined spaces that may be inaccessible to rigid 
robots. Soft robots are safe to interact with, espe-
cially around people and delicate objects. They can 
move in various ways like crawling, swimming, or 
hopping. Soft robots can imitate the movements of 

living things. Overall, soft robots are flexible, safe, 
adaptable, and capable of performing a wide range 
of tasks.

I am utilizing soft robotics technology in my vision 
because its unique characteristics make it highly 
suitable for prosthetics.
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VISIT AT THE EPFL
Based in Lausanne (Switzerland), EPFL is a 
university whose missions are education, 
research and innovation.

During my visit to the soft robotics lab at EPFL, I had the 
opportunity to explore their innovative projects. One area of 
particular interest to me was the utilization of pattern used to 
design compliant robots.
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CONCEPT BRAINSTORM
In this chapter, we delve into the creative 
brainstorming process of envisioning future 
concepts for prosthetic devices.

Everyday activities

Interactions

Fun

food

Health

Children

friends/family

Mental health

Medicin

Eat

Drink

Snacks

Sports

intake pills

cough medicine or other.

Artificial intelligence

data analysis

personalized AI

learning capacity

financial

patterns

fork/ cut

water

flavourair flavour

image and speech recognition

hobbies

Friends/
family

babies

Hygiene

Type of users

sports

physically laborious work

parents

working at a desk

ball

racket

working on the computer

Type something or @mention someone

types of people

age

young

middle aged

old

gender

female

male

nonbinary

sexuality lgbtq+

personality

extroversion
People who rank high in extroversion gain energy from social activity. They're talkative and 
outgoing and they're comfortable in the spotlight. Others may view them as domineering and 
attention- seeking.

Conscientiousness

People who rank highest in conscientiousness are efficient, well- organized, dependable, and 
self- sufficient. They prefer to plan things in advance and aim for high achievement. People 
who rank lower in conscientiousness may view those with this personality trait as stubborn 
and obsessive.

Agreeableness
Those who rank high in agreeableness are trustworthy, kind, and affectionate toward others. 
They're known for their pro- social behavior and they're often committed to volunteer work 
and altruistic activities. Other people may view them as naïve and overly passive.

Openness to Experience

People who rate high in openness are known for their broad range of interests and vivid 
imaginations. They're curious and creative and they usually prefer variety over rigid routines. 
They're known for their pursuits of self- actualization through intense, euphoric experiences 
like meditative retreats or living abroad. Others may view them as unpredictable and 
unfocused.

People who rate high in openness are known for their broad range of interests and vivid 
imaginations. They're curious and creative and they usually prefer variety over rigid routines. 
They're known for their pursuits of self- actualization through intense, euphoric experiences 
like meditative retreats or living abroad. Others may view them as unpredictable and 
unfocused.

football

basketball

handball

baseball

environment

acrobatic sports

swimming

mountain climbing

ski/snowboard

diving/snorkeling

table tennis

tennis

badminton

squash

taking care of someone else

baby needing care

baby needing food

play with the baby

Type something

exhausted

human feelings

exhausted

happy

tired

unmotivated

sad

depressed

anxious

stressed

anger

fear

disgust

cooking

nurse

firefighter

carpenter

tree trimmer

building related jobs

mechanic

plumbing

farmer

Police officer

roofers

brickmason

Parkour

figure skating

gymnastics

stunt

dance

surfing

canyoning

cycling

striking

boxing

karate

archery

riding

horse riding

auto racing

hockey

working with a pen

team  meetings

sketches

digital sketches

notes

digital notes

project work

common board

online meeting

sharing information

communication

email

sending infomation

messages

zoom

common board

keeping up to date

reports/ proposals

create/edit documents

managte schedule

presentations

collaboration with coworkers

comminicate with partners and clients

software specific tools

medical

insights

can make predictions from analysis

help in decision making, like a friends which you can talk too and ask questions etc. leads to 
feeling less "alone" in a decision making. The AI could ask the user the right questions which 
can help him decide

support the user (like a friend)

autonomous system

facial recognition

speech to text transcription

translate speech

control over machine

self- driving cars

drone

other

medical diagnosis

asking questions

resolving simple issues

reminder

support in motivation/goals helps you stay on track (like a voice in your head)

personalized learning

use automation with it's high and fast learning capacity to help the user

Environment

housebrush teeth

wash face

waking up

go to sleep

breakfast

lunch

dinner

cook

transportation

to work

to school

another place

work breaks

exercise

shower

bathe

get dressed

watch TV/movies

sports

read books

watch movies

play games

board games

fun activities hobbies

drink

prepare meals

organise ingredients

choose recipe

clean

grocery shopping

clothes shopping

work/school respond to emails

pay the bills

organise events

attend medical appointments

spend time outside

spend time with friends

creative hobbies

learn something new

rest

breaks

naps

sleep

pets/animals take care of them

animal therapy

household chores
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As described in the goal of “Prosthetic in a New 
Light,” my objective is to shift the perception of pros-
thetics from potential shame to admiration. I envision 
prosthetic devices that not only enable individuals 
to interact and connect with others but also possess 
additional abilities that captivate the user and others.

To explore the possibilities, I have created a mindmap 
that covers the diverse range of daily activities people 
engage in today. From there, I have identified various 
potential concepts for prosthetics that support these 
activities. 
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CONCEPT BRAINSTORM
The realm of possibilities and concepts seemed boundless. 
It proved challenging to determine the optimal concept and 
the ideal integration of abilities and personalization within the 
prosthetic device. 

I decided to focus on a prosthetic vision that would seamless-
ly fit into the daily lives of future individuals, catering to the 
needs of an average person. Not only did I consider future 
usage, but I also to inspire the technological developments 
of today.

Centring my concept on the future user’s daily life, I explored 
how our reliance on smartphones and engagement with cy-
berspace would evolve. I envisioned a future where screens 
would no longer dominate, as we would immerse ourselves in 
augmented and virtual 3D realities effortlessly, rendering tra-
ditional phones obsolete. The utilization of cyberspace would 
become an immersive, three-dimensional experience.

In this new reality, the question arises: How can we give the 
user an advantage within this immersive cyberspace?

The newly created mind map provides an overview of the 
concept I am pursuing. This stage of the concept is however 
not a perfect match with the final result.

Base Model

personalisation

type of robot

Digital features

VR/AR +AI

soft robot

hard robot

Silicon is used as it is one of the main materials in soft robotics. Soft 
robotics are robots with no rigid joint-

Enhanced flexibility: Soft robotics technology allows for greater flexibility and adaptability of 
the prosthetic arm, allowing for more natural movements.

Reduced weight: Soft robotic components are generally lighter in weight than traditional 
prosthetic components, which can make the prosthetic arm more comfortable to wear

Improved user experience: Soft robotics technology can provide a more natural and intuitive 
user experience.

Implementing soft robotics in a prosthetic could give it approachable look,
removing the feeling of unease that some people might experience when interacting with 

something that is not human- like.

much more adapted for human interaction. 

can operate with unstructured objects/environments

One advantage of soft robotics is their ability to interact with delicate or fragile objects.

base model personalisation: this personalisation is made when ordering the arm The 
personalisation is permanent.

additional feature personalisation: with separately obtainable features, the cybernetic 
enhancement can have additional features which can be deployed when used.

medical assistant

computer/phone replacement

Cameras

other

can use it as a computer

can call people

for the VR

take pictures

Protection feature

solution for audio

solution for screens

solution of interaction

solution for VR feature

solution for camera placement

microphone

microphone

AI data analysis

taser

knife

other

soft robot

specialized sensors

remindes of medicin

gives medicin

small personalisation

Form

The form of the human hand is kept. The human learn how to use the hand from birth and it 
is a fine motor which is perfected for years. Unlike the leg, which can be designed is many 
forms, because the known movement of walking stays the same. In the arm however, the 
upper arm can have a very different form from the human body, as it does not change the 
way the arm moves.

energy The kinetic energy is stored as a power source

has a screen to alert the user of important 
information which can then be directly seen 

on the screen or in VR/AR

camera

screen

Hand type medical instruments for doctors

large personalisation

gamer controls

water propulsers

Charging station for headphone

charging station for VR/AR asset

Color

protection feature

protection feature

Biological bodies has had millions of years of evolution to perfect itself, and creating robots is 
an attempt at replicating these bodies. Scientists and designers often turn to nature for 
inspiration to create the best version of their project.

Humans have evolved beyond living with nature and it's simple tools. Which is why human 
technology will overcome the biological body.

The interaction with other living being is important. It is crucial for other to be able to 
feel/make a connection with the user when interacting with the cybernetic enhancement

bone conducting speaker
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Base Model

personalisation

type of robot

Digital features

VR/AR +AI

soft robot

hard robot

Silicon is used as it is one of the main materials in soft robotics. Soft 
robotics are robots with no rigid joint-

Enhanced flexibility: Soft robotics technology allows for greater flexibility and adaptability of 
the prosthetic arm, allowing for more natural movements.

Reduced weight: Soft robotic components are generally lighter in weight than traditional 
prosthetic components, which can make the prosthetic arm more comfortable to wear

Improved user experience: Soft robotics technology can provide a more natural and intuitive 
user experience.

Implementing soft robotics in a prosthetic could give it approachable look,
removing the feeling of unease that some people might experience when interacting with 

something that is not human- like.

much more adapted for human interaction. 

can operate with unstructured objects/environments

One advantage of soft robotics is their ability to interact with delicate or fragile objects.

base model personalisation: this personalisation is made when ordering the arm The 
personalisation is permanent.

additional feature personalisation: with separately obtainable features, the cybernetic 
enhancement can have additional features which can be deployed when used.

medical assistant

computer/phone replacement

Cameras

other

can use it as a computer

can call people

for the VR

take pictures

Protection feature

solution for audio

solution for screens

solution of interaction

solution for VR feature

solution for camera placement

microphone

microphone

AI data analysis

taser

knife

other

soft robot

specialized sensors

remindes of medicin

gives medicin

small personalisation

Form

The form of the human hand is kept. The human learn how to use the hand from birth and it 
is a fine motor which is perfected for years. Unlike the leg, which can be designed is many 
forms, because the known movement of walking stays the same. In the arm however, the 
upper arm can have a very different form from the human body, as it does not change the 
way the arm moves.

energy The kinetic energy is stored as a power source

has a screen to alert the user of important 
information which can then be directly seen 

on the screen or in VR/AR

camera

screen

Hand type medical instruments for doctors

large personalisation

gamer controls

water propulsers

Charging station for headphone

charging station for VR/AR asset

Color

protection feature

protection feature

Biological bodies has had millions of years of evolution to perfect itself, and creating robots is 
an attempt at replicating these bodies. Scientists and designers often turn to nature for 
inspiration to create the best version of their project.

Humans have evolved beyond living with nature and it's simple tools. Which is why human 
technology will overcome the biological body.

The interaction with other living being is important. It is crucial for other to be able to 
feel/make a connection with the user when interacting with the cybernetic enhancement

bone conducting speaker
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COMPOSITION OF AION

Blending Soft and Hard Robotics: Designing 
the structur of the prosthetic
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The prosthetic I have developed incorporates both soft 
robotics and hard robotics to ensure hardware protec-
tion. The structural design of the prosthetic embraces 
various levels of material compliance, each serving 
specific purposes. For instance, the hand component is 
intentionally softer, allowing for natural and comfortable 
interaction with others. This careful integration of soft 
and hard elements in the prosthetic’s structure enhances 
its overall functionality and usability.
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FORM LANGUAGE
Experimenting with different design form 
languages. 
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With a broad moodboard, I freely explore different forms 
to identify the most suitable design language for a futur-
istic prosthetic. In this process, I left all constraints behind 
to truly experiment in different directions.
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FORM LANGUAGE
I have decided to adopt an organic design language that 
aligns with the project’s concept and futuristic vision. The 
form of the product is inspired by biological organisms, 
symbolizing the user and the soft robotics technology. 
This design language also reflects my vision of a future 
where we prioritize environmental sustainability.

I’ve selected a green hue for the prosthetic to enhance 
the overall concept. This colour fosters feelings of tran-
quillity and establishes a link with the natural world.
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FORM LANGUAGE
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VISUALISATION OF IDEAS 
WITH AI
I explore the use of AI to create hyper-realistic visualiza-
tions of my ideas. With the help of AI and my sketches, 
I was able to generate incredibly detailed images that 
brought my concepts to life in a way that traditional 
methods could not.
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To generate hyper-realistic images of my prosthetic 
design ideas, I used AI-powered image generation 
tools. I started by inserting some of my sketches and 
writing a text prompt which helps the AI understand 
what I want to visualize.

Text prompt example: “An upper human body with a 
prosthetic arm that has organic forms, it mimics the 
shape and movement of a human arm, The design 
should be sleek and modern, with a combination of 
white and dark green colours that give it a sophis-
ticated and elegant appearance, The color scheme 
should be inspired by the natural world, with the dark 
green resembling the colour of leaves and the white 
representing the purity and simplicity of nature, The 
image should showcase the functionality of the arm 
while also highlighting its aesthetically pleasing de-

sign, providing users with a sense of confidence and 
empowerment as they go about their daily activities, 
hyper-realistic, 4k, --ar 3:2”

The AI will proceed to generate four images. If I like 
one of the images, I can create variations of the same 
image. In creating variations, the AI will tweak small 
details on the design keeping the overall look of the 
first generated image.

Finally, I can use the upscaling tool to enhance the 
resolution and detail of the images for a more re-
fined and polished result. 
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VISUALISATION 
OF IDEAS WITH AI

Initially, the visual representation of my ideas generated 
by AI was chaotic and often lacked resemblance to an 
arm or hand. However, by combining my sketches, the 
generated images and different prompts, I was able to 
refine and evolve my designs into captivating and intrigu-
ing concepts. In the end, I generated over 200 pictures.
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HYPER REALISTIC VISUALISATION OF IDEAS WITH AI
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HYPER REALISTIC VISUALISATION OF IDEAS WITH AI
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HYPER REALISTIC VISUALISATION OF IDEAS WITH AI
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HYPER REALISTIC VISUALISATION OF IDEAS WITH AI
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INSPIRATION PICK
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Upon reviewing the generated images, I utilized them 
as a source of inspiration, created a moodboard and In-
tegrated these ideas into my initial design sketch. The 
combination of the moodboard and my original sketch 
provided a solid foundation for the development of a 
unique and compelling design.
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Aion ver. 1

Aion ver. 3

HAND RENDERINGS

Aion ver. 2
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Aion ver. 2

Aion ver. 4
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HUE VARIATION
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GRAVITY SKETCH
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To further explore the dimensions of my design, I turned 
to Gravity Sketch, a virtual reality modeling program. 
Immersed in the virtual environment, I aimed to obtain 
a three-dimensional representation of my concept. 
However, upon experiencing the design in this medium, 
I quickly realized that it appeared excessively bulky and 
failed to meet my aesthetic preferences. 
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I decided to create a fresh sketch. With the new concept 
in hand, I transitioned to Blender, a powerful 3D 
modeling software. 
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3D MODELING
This chapter dives into the complexity 
of character and prosthetic creation, fo-
cusing on the challenges of modeling, 
rigging, and animating.
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Mastering the techniques and software required to create 
a character adds an additional layer of complexity to 
the process. It entails learning and becoming proficient 
in specialized 3D modeling software, such as Blender, 
which offers a wide range of tools and features for char-
acter creation.

Creating a the character, the prosthetic and the environ-
ment in blender involves acquiring knowledge of sculpt-
ing, topology, rigging, material nodes and texturing 
techniques. These additional skills had to be aquired to 
continue on the process. 

The complexity of character creation extends beyond the 
initial modeling phase. Animation, in particular, introduc-
es a whole new level of technical challenges. Rigging, 
the process of creating a skeleton or control system for 
the character, is essential to enable movement and artic-
ulation. Each component of the character, including the 
prosthetic and its various parts, must be properly rigged 
to ensure seamless motion.

Preparing the character and the prosthetic for anima-
tion involves weight painting, which assigns influence 
to different parts of the character’s mesh to control how 
they deform during movement. This meticulous process 
ensures that the character’s movements appear natural 
and fluid. It requires fine-tuning and iterating, as it often 
involves trial and error to achieve the desired results.

It is important to note that these processes do not always 
work flawlessly on the first attempt. Technical issues and 
unexpected challenges may arise, adding an additional 
layer of stress and complexity to the work. Problem-solv-
ing and troubleshooting become integral parts of the 
creative process, requiring patience, perseverance, and a 
deep understanding of the software and its capabilities.

3D MODELING
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Enhancing cyberspace immersion with a 
visionary prosthetic

Thank you to all the people that supported me during this journey. To my men-
tors, who guided me along the way. Thank you to my friends for always making 
things fun. Thank you to my mom for being there for me. And lastly, special 
thanks to my dad, who is always ready to help and support me no matter what.
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